
Our company is looking to fill the role of liquidity controller. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for liquidity controller

Responsible for all local regulatory, internal management and business unit
interaction & queries relating to liquidity stress testing and reporting for
German legal entities
Perform Market risk assessment to ensure risks are actively identified, take
appropriate steps to measure, monitor and control it
Define and provide user requirements documentation for risk capture, robust
UAT support relating to source system/risk engine changes
Regulatory testing of daily and monthly regulatory liquidity reports such as
3G, 5G, 2052a, and LCR, weekly and monthly stress testing reporting
Preparing and presenting final findings and actionable areas of improvement
to senior management and responsible business units
Developing strong partnerships with multiple teams in the organization, such
as Liquidity, Regulatory Reporting, and Technology
Develop and manage initiatives, across Treasury, IT and Finance, enabling the
team to achieve its strategic goals related to LCR and CFP
Assist with on-going enhancements related to process and controls
Manage the monthly production of business unit liquidity packs
Monthly production and development of the EMEA CFO Liquidity Reporting
Pack

Qualifications for liquidity controller

Proven track record in handling project management to streamline and

Example of Liquidity Controller Job Description
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Strong inter-personal skills, expected to communicate with front and back
office personnel, ideally has led a team in a risk control function
CFS Liquidity P&L, balances & Spreads analysis
Actively engage in CFS LOB forecasting and planning process, interact with
Business Management, P&A and Liquidity Product teams
Participate in month end close activities including review of financial data,
investigating significant variances and transactions, fluctuation analysis,
preparation of financial reporting deliverables
Support Business ad hoc requests as needed


